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Our practice within BAST is committed to «ordinary con-
texts» and «programs devoid of architecture» in rural or 
peri-urban areas, such as clubhouses, refectories, commu-
nal homes, multiservice centers, municipal workshops, ex-
tensions of town halls. Because we continuously question 
the use of material resources, programmatic recurrences, 
innovation and the economy that govern the act of build-
ing nowadays, we consider that these architectures can 
serve the production of commons. We ran a studio with 24 
bachelor studentsof ENSA Toulouse in 2020, which aim was 
to design a small equipment based on a real program while 
developing a constructive system of its own. The proposals 
are simple and pragmatic constructions tolerating small 
budgets and seeking to enhance contemporary artisanal or 
industrial know-how.

The relatively small scale of the projects allows to manipulate different design tools and 
representation techniques. Orthophotography is used as «impartial» realistic photocollages. 
Isometric axonometries provide a graphic synthesis of plan, section and elevation. Real size 
prototypes are constructed to anticipate the construction and to test their constructive 
implications of the materials.

The following pages contain these documents realised during the studio at ENSA Toulouse, 
together with work of the practice at BAST. The identical canvas blurs the borders between 
practice and pedagogy, showing their mutual intrication.
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halting area for travellers
area for car sharing
municipal workshops
nautical base
bakery
campsite
club house
municipal recycling center
bus station
covered hall
production unit
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wooden three-dimensional structure
wooden beam network
metal framework
metal frame
wooden frame
wooden post and beam
half wooden portal frame
earth ship tyres
masonry
coffered metal ceiling
wooden frame
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assembling wood
drilling to anchor 
assembling wood
cutting tire
welding steel profile
welding steel profile
cuting cement blocs
cuting steel plate
assembling wood
assembling wood
fixing roof tiles
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douglas fir battens 40x40
LVL spruce 75x450
IPE 500 + 320
IPE 120 + 80
LVL spruce 50x250
douglas solid wood 160x160 + 160x400
LVL spruce 50x200
16 inch tires
concrete block 20 + UPN 320
concrete block 20 + IPE 1750
glued laminated timber 120x320 + 140x440
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T09- Photographer studio
M27- House refurbishment
M23- House extension
M26- House extension
M24- House refurbishment
T12- Offices
M21- Dependance
E37- School yard
E23- Club house
M20- House extension
E26- School refectory
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46,11 m2
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T09- steel fame
M27- wooden frame
M23- wooden frame and steel pilars
M26- wooden frame
M24- steel beams and pilars
T12- wodden frames
M21- steel frames
E37- steel frames
E23- wooden frames
M20- steel structure
E26- clt wooden w
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T09- steel fame
M27- wooden frame
M23- wooden frame and steel pilars
M26- wooden frame
M24- steel beams and pilars
T12- wodden frames
M21- steel frames
E37- steel frames
E23- wooden frames
M20- steel structure
E26- clt wooden structure
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T09
M27
M23
M26
M24
T12
M21
E37
E23
M20
E26
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